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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Social network Facebook's recent brush-ups with privacy concerns have led its creators to move towards a more
privately focused outlook, emphasizing confidential conversations and heightening encryption. But where does this
strategy shift leave its brand partners, who focus on visibility?

The social media site has remained prevalent since its launch in the mid 2000s, but its mission and user behavior
has evolved over time. With a recent bout of bad press due to privacy concerns, its  founder is looking to evolve the
user experience once again, but its new moves could be disastrous for Facebook's advertising partners.

"Facebook's discussions and emphasis on privacy are important for all ad partners and brands," said Marci
Troutman, CEO of SiteMinis. "All advertisers, if they are keeping up, knew the day would come following the 2014
purchase of WhatsApp when there was going to be a push for even more privacy on social networks.

"WhatsApp, while not currently a huge revenue base for Facebook, is still a very prominent platform in countries like
India, and the only communication platform used in some parts of the world, meaning that the encrypted privacy of
the platform can allude to false news and sometimes alarming outcomes in some cities globally," she said. "But, the
addition of Instagram and Facebook's messaging being linked to WhatsApp, in my opinion, open up a larger view
globally for these remote places that can help people see what's truth and what's fiction more clearly."

Public versus intimate 
Decreasing permanence and increasing private communication, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg has detailed steps
the company would like to take in the future to do what it believes will better serve its audience in a recent blog post
(see story).
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Facebook's  Ins tant Articles  load within the news  feed. Image credit: Facebook

While advertising keeps Facebook afloat, the platform is created firstly with its users in mind. But Facebook has had
a hard time finding a balance between catering to both marketers and consumers.

Even with Facebook's tumultuous 2018, experts cautioned against luxury brands giving up on the still-powerful
platform.

Concerns about Facebook's revenue growth and a steady stream of data privacy controversies have contributed to
the company's stock falling 40 percent from its record high. The social network is still recovering from the
Cambridge Analytica scandal, accusations of disinformation and high-profile departures (see story).

While the changes that Facebook is hoping to put in place will alter things for ad partners, the platform might still
have other forms of revenue.
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Mr. Zuckerberg detailed a list of things he hopes to accomplish in Facebook including private interactions,
encryption, reducing permanence, safety measures, interoperability and secure data storage. But he also explained
that in the near future, Facebook will likely integrate payments and ecommerce within messaging as a business
model.

Facebook changes
The CEO maintains that Facebook will not be replaced altogether, but it will heighten the intimacy as users are
shifting away from publicly posting.

Facebook's announcement is one of many from the platform that include measures to make its products more
reliable for both brands and users.

With brands relying heavily on influencer marketing on social media today, the sale of fake followers poses a
significant threat to those who gauge partners based on number of followers, causing Facebook to crack down on
the practice.

Facebook and its subsidiary Instagram have filed suit against four companies and three individuals from the
People's Republic of China for allegedly offering the sale of fake followers. Those involved were said to do so on
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multiple outlets including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Apple, Google, Amazon and LinkedIn (see story).

"As far as the ad partners and brands being affected by the inclusion and expansion of the closed networks working
more fluidly together, I don't think this is a huge concern as yet, since Zuckerberg has clearly stated that the open
platforms will remain as is at this time," Ms. Troutman said.

"The future concern will need to make advertisers more conscious of the fact that they need to ensure their teams
are incorporating personal marketing to their loyalty customers as much as possible and keeping up with technology
for future personalization importance," she said.
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